
Review 
Instructions to Young Ornithologists. II. Bird Behaviour. By 
Derek Goodwin. Museum Press, London, 1961. 123 p a g e s ; 
11 line drawings and 17 half-tone illustrations. 12s. 6d. 
The rather dry title and conventional jacket of this unassuming work 
conceal an eminently readable and highly competent introduction to 
bird behaviour—the first (and, we hope, not the last) book by a man 
who more than anybody else has a claim to the title of the "British 
Heinroth". Like his great predecessor, Derek Goodwin has a wide 
and accurate first-hand knowledge of the behaviour of birds, and of 
other aspects of their everyday life. He, too, has acquired this know
ledge by raising and keeping many species, and by intently watching 
them in zoos and in the wild. He has the same extraordinary gift of 
observation, and of engraving details in his memory. He has the same 
ability to say biologically significant things in simple, yet perfectly 
clear language. A visit by Derek Goodwin is like an ornithological 
Christmas dinner—the food is tempting and super-abundant, but 
one needs time and energy afterwards to digest the almost overwhelm
ing mass of solid stuff. 

Goodwin also shares with Heinroth a certain dislike of theorising; 
and his interest in analysis has its limitations. Consequently, his book 
does not penetrate deeply into any problem. But its strength lies in 
the wealth of data concerning two "first steps" of analysis: it stresses 
the biological adaptations of many behaviour patterns; and it demon
strates time and again that much behaviour does not show insight and 
is very often not even learnt, but "instinctive". And these things 
are shown extremely well. Throughout the book one senses Good
win's delight in rediscovering these basic truths again and again in the 
wide variety of behaviour patterns he has himself studied. 

One might ask whether, in restricting himself to these relatively 
simple levels of inquiry, Goodwin has not underrated the intellectual 
abilities of "young ornithologists" (whose age is not mentioned, I 
suppose because there can be no limit!). His justification is, I believe, 
that by performing his restricted task with such accomplishment he 
puts across one fundamental message that is as important now as in 
Heinroth's time: that to study behaviour patterns as parts of adapted 
systems in a great variety of animal types is to enter a biological 
wonderland of great beauty. By thus arousing interest (almost by 
hidden persuasion) rather than, as the publishers required, by "instruct
ing", Goodwin may well influence young biologists to a greater 
extent than more professional or more technical writers could do. 
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